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1. Background (St►ntmary of Work To Date)
In preparation for the NCHM launch n d ivert ►e analysis sytttem has
been developed for apalication to various typen of ►:at.ellite data. Its
capabilities incluue variable smoothing, character nr.ipping, contouring,
t,ubsetting, and geographical location (Figure 1).
The system has been implemented in order to analyze effects of
urbanization on surface temperature and albedo patterns. To test the
system both day and night Very Nigh 1tt!solution Radiometer (VIMR) data
for NOAH-3 and NOAA-5 natellltes were used to tctudy the Los Angeles area
under clear atmospheric conditions. A correction for :absorption by
water vapor in the infrared was applied to give the temperature deficit
between the ►neasured and actual surface temperature., as n function
of integrated water vapor,
'1'i ► e surface of the 1.08 Angeles basin has been 1;reatly influenced by
man (Figure 2). Construction of buildings and other structures or
surfaces inhibit evaporation and also serve as strong conducting media
for the retention of heat. The built up area, because of increased
roughness, shadowing, and high thermal inertia shows daytime surface
temperatures that are ;somewhat lower than those of the flat industrial
regions. But after sunset, because of high heat storage during the day,
the built up'inner city area reveals a maxicnuin in surface temperature-
reflecting the urban heat island. Flat unpopulated areas, on the other
hand, whose thermal inertia is much lower than that of the city, gain and
lose heat at a more rapid rate, consequently, a higher diurnal temperature
i
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variation results. Vegetated regions, where higher moisture content
inhibits a large partition between ttensible and stored heist, exhibit
trrrall temperature variations. Mit► effect iu illustrated quite well
the wooded regions of the. Santa Monlcrt MotintainH. .lutrt after t;uut,et
i
or wlirn the sun's elevation is low, slope characteristics of the terrain
tirete tend to briefly override other determina,its of t+urface tvmperaturv,
yep
causing .inomalies of two to four degreet+ ce lc iutt to occur on the nouthe:.rn
sloes. Surface albedo was found to he of letiser importance in the
determination of surface tumperaturv.
It has been shown that a.ttellites can be efficiently itsed to map
small scale therr:ral and reflective patterns in a consistent timely
manner. In the future, diurnal Nurface -vinperature differences derivi•d
from Heat Capacity Kipping Mission (11CMM) satellite data will be iliput
to a boundary layer model to produce valuer; of the noiI's physical
properties, such as thermal inertia and moisture availability, which are
I	 responsible for the formation of the y urban heat island.
If. Current and Future Objectives
A. General
High resolution satellite data arP to be utilized to test heat flux.
calculations and to explore the character of the urban heat island
in general. Inversion rrwthods are being tested which will yield
values of the substrate parameters, liven the observed surface
temperature distribution determined from satellite measurements.
An elaborate system for processing and analvzin}; quantitative satellite
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data for any given region and for any tilmeecraft instrument
hat+ I'ven developed on the 1'4 , 1111 State 370/168 computer. The
capabilities of thin system are probably unique for tttty
university.
B. Specific Program for Coming Quarter
1. heline• heat f1ux model so that It crtn leredlest as accurately
as possible. given the measurable meteorological and polar
variables, thc dally march of tempt-ratur y at the null-air
interface.
2. Ter+t numerical inversion scheme to determine if substrate
parameters can be retrieved from t lie heat 1 1 ux eeluatiuns
for a set of observed ground trmilotarures.
3. Complete development on the satellite data ;ntaly:; l	 t ;ystcut,
;md begin analysis; of hi j;h resolut ion thertn.tl and visible
Qruund albedo) measurements over urban regional scale.
Region.el areas . included for analysis will be Los Angeles
(currently being studled), St. Louts, Iluuston, and Washington,
A. C.
4. Use satellite data to determine, substrate parameters via
inversion methods (:see ?b) and surface albedo tiling radiative
transfer equations.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Uata Processing Procedure.
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Figure 2: NOAH-•3 VHRR Temperature Analysis for Los Angeles
March 29, 1975, 1957 local time. Satellite nader angle was 0°.
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